For the following three questions you should make reference to the first page of this document, which outlines some details of the Steering Committee role and also some of the required skills.

2. Experience

Volunteering into leadership positions as Secretary for entrepreneurs league with Ecological party of Uganda and prep team coordinator for Global Young Greens Africa. Interested in Global Greens policy, roles and actions with love and honesty for self and others in general
Developing action plans and implementing them as entrusted by colleagues at work and superiors.
Mobilising members and identifying new opportunities for youths to benefit, such as scholarships, job offers, internships, workshops and seminars.
Report writing on findings and discussions reached/experienced
Communicating and analysing feedback with respect for opinion from the rest of a team or as its leader.
Socialising with different types of behavioural people with respect of cultural differences, races, eye colour and languages
Sacrificing time and resources where possible for global green politics, support political campaigns, initiatives and dialogues as well as meetings through all possible channels in order to fulfil my duties and obligations for the Green people
Promoting Global Green sustainability and growth through networking with other individuals, parties, organisations, stakeholders and partners sharing the same vision, agenda and idea
as well as following their varying approaches towards reaching the same goal.

3. **Motivation to join the SC**

I have been inspired by the good works of Jeroni Vageer, I got chance to speak to interact with her through prep team meeting, her vast knowledge of Green parties, people and networks. However, I realised there is much more to do after the congress and a missing gap between Global Greens Globally.

I admired the efforts of FYEG towards the congress and looked up into opportunities of introducing all such organisations globally like forming FYAG for Africans, Americans, Asia, globally with such strong solidarity including my own input for a joint Global effort.

Having been part of the prep team for 2017 congress, I realised somehow, somewhere, some of us should join the steering committee to ensure that the efforts of whatever we have done, discussed, is not put to waste, we quite had very nice interactive ideas which need to be implemented, follow up on achievements from the congress, try to solve regional queries, help to strengthen green parties world wide by developing a forum as well as strengthening regional relationships within Green communities.

4. **How do you want to help develop GYG?**

I would like to develop Global Young Greens through networking, this will expose them to various opportunities, helping youths to realise their potentials, will power and strength thus linking resources to their demand, develop relations amongst regions, sharing knowledge and ideas for a joint effort and development.

Encouraging Youths to engage in Green politics as well as instilling the ideas in their own kids from their original infancy, this can be done through liasing with parastatal/private institutions bodies to engage Green ideas in children’s academic curriculum and education syllabus, talking compounds on school compounds and streets, cartoons, T.V series just for the whole world to develop trust and faith into our
own Green principles. 
Ensure formation of joint regional Green networks just like FYEG.
Also adapt to other policies as developed by the rest of the steering committee team, finding means of making new policies work and implementing them, being a key player in fundamental decision making and analysis for Green people globally, reaching them with a friendly touch, identify issues at stake, give report where credit is due and where more efforts are needed, being a good listener and communicator to the Greens Globally, as well as giving proper feedback.